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PREMIUM RANGE WARDROBE

Fitting Instructions
The following instructions will help you to install your wardrobe interiors. If you have any questions please
contact us as we are here to help.
1.

Check the level of the floor and starting from the highest point measure up from the floor 2280mm and
mark a level line on the wall. This line is to the top of the column, the top of the fixing bracket protrudes
12mm above this line.

2.

Mark the fixing points for the wall brackets along the line as required.

3.

Using the 2mm Allen key supplied slacken the retaining screw in the fixing plate attached to the top of the
long column. Slot the short horizontal section onto the fixing plate and tighten the retaining screw.

4.

Drill the wall using an 8mm diameter drill and insert the plastic wall plugs.

5.

Screw the columns to the wall with the screws provided and ensure they are level and plumb, use the
adjuster foot as required. Note: the foot can just rest on the floor or you can screw the small plastic foot
button to the floor and sit the foot over the button - this method is prefered when fitting to a hard floor
surface but not usually required if the column is sat on a carpet.

6.

Slacken the retaining screw on the face of the shelf bracket and insert the bracket into the slot in the
column, turn the screw gently clockwise and make sure the retaining piece has located in the slot then
tighten completely with the 4mm Allen key provided to hold the bracket firmly in place.

7.

Slacken the screw on the bottom of the bracket and lift the top part of the clamp up, slot the shelf into the
clamp and then tighten the screw to secure the shelf.

8.

Slacken both retaing screws on the hanging rail brackets using the 2mm and 4mm Allen keys provided.
Insert the brackets onto the ends of the hanging rail.

9.

Insert on end of the hanging rail into the slot in the column at approximately the height required and with
the hanging rail sloping up at an angle gently insert the other end into the opposite column. Ensure the
retaining piece has located into the column and tighten the large retaing screw, finally tighten the small
screws to lock the bracket to the hanging rail.
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